Introduction

ServiceTitan is committed to resolving security vulnerabilities quickly and carefully. We take the necessary steps to minimize customer risk, provide timely information, and deliver vulnerability fixes and mitigations required to address security threats in our offerings.

ServiceTitan is committed to following the Carnegie Mellon Coordinated Vulnerability Disclosure (CVD) for externally reported vulnerabilities. This process intends to minimize the harm to society posed by vulnerable products. We work closely with researchers who communicate vulnerabilities to us.

How to report a security vulnerability

If you believe you have found a vulnerability in a ServiceTitan product, cloud service, or IT infrastructure that has not been resolved, please contact security@servicetitan.com. To expedite verification of your finding, please provide the following information in your initial communication:

- Product name and version number, or URL
- Date the vulnerability was observed
- Description of the vulnerability
- Instructions to duplicate the vulnerability (this can be written steps, a video, or a set of screen captures detailing the proof of concept)
- Your name and company (if applicable)
- Your preferred contact information (email, phone, anonymous)
- Your PGP public key to allow for encrypted communication (if available)

The ServiceTitan will confirm receipt of your report within three business days. We will work with internal teams to verify the finding and respond in a timely manner with an update or request for additional information.

PGP key details

We encourage finders to use encrypted communication channels to protect the confidentiality of vulnerability reports using our PGP public key

-----BEGIN PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----

mDMEW8ZDbhYJKwYBBAAHCAw8BAQdAEdrHONMoxiQjPogBKQfYs1FPxvjKmF2Vnx+D

-----END PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----
Mitigation and remediation of finding

If the submitted finding is confirmed as valid, ServiceTitan will move forward with providing remediation or mitigation of the issue according to the impact and severity of the finding. The ServiceTitan security team will keep the reporter of the vulnerability up-to-date on progress until the issue has been addressed.

Conclusion

ServiceTitan is committed to addressing and resolving any security vulnerabilities that manifest in our software. We will work with finders to review, validate, and mitigate any security issues that are discovered and validated.